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Abstract
The current increase in number and diversity of targeted anticancer agents poses challenges to the logistics and time-
liness of molecular diagnostics (MolDx), resulting in underdiagnosis and treatment. Whole-genome sequencing
(WGS) may provide a sustainable solution for addressing current as well as future diagnostic challenges. The present
study therefore aimed to prospectively assess feasibility, validity, and value of WGS in routine clinical practice. WGS
was conducted independently of, and in parallel with, standard of care (SOC) diagnostics on routinely obtained tumor
samples from 1,200 consecutive patients with metastatic cancer. Results from both tests were compared and
discussed in a dedicated tumor board. From 1,200 patients, 1,302 samples were obtained, of which 1,216 contained
tumor cells. WGS was successful in 70% (854/1,216) of samples with a median turnaround time of 11 days. Low
tumor purity (<20%) was the main reason for not completing WGS. WGS identified 99.2% and SOC MolDx
99.7% of the total of 896 biomarkers found in genomic regions covered by both tests. Actionable biomarkers were
found in 603/848 patients (71%). Of the 936 associated therapy options identified byWGS, 343 were identified with
SOC MolDx (36.6%). Biomarker-based therapy was started in 147 patients. WGS revealed 49 not previously identi-
fied pathogenic germline variants. Fresh-frozen, instead of formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded, sample logistics
were easily adopted as experienced by the professionals involved. WGS for patients with metastatic cancer is well
feasible in routine clinical practice, successfully yielding comprehensive genomic profiling for the vast majority of
patients.
© 2022 The Authors. The Journal of Pathology published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of The Pathological Society of Great
Britain and Ireland.
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Introduction

With the rapidly expanding tableau of (increasingly
tumor-agnostic) targeted therapies [1–5], genome-driven
cancer care has become the cornerstone of modern preci-
sion oncology [6]. However, pathology laboratories are
facing increasing challenges in keeping up with the speed
at which targeted drugs and their associated biomarkers
are entering clinical oncology practice. These challenges
exist at multiple levels. First, the rapidly expanding
druggable genome requires pathology laboratories to con-
tinuously update and validate their molecular diagnostic
(MolDx) arsenal to cover the latest actionable genomic
alterations. In practice, this inevitably causes substantial
delays in clinical implementation of newly approved bio-
markers [7], and contributes to inequality of clinical care
[8]. Second, indications for MolDx are still largely tumor
type-dependent [9]. This leads to a multitude of complex
and often sequential tumor type-specific diagnostic routings
that are error prone and easily outdated [10]. This impedes
effective MolDx for identifying rare targets in common can-
cers, aswell as identifying therapeutic targets in less common
cancers [11]. Third, the interplay between somatic mutations
and (possible) germline DNA alterations is becoming
increasingly important in targeted therapies, e.g. carriers of
germline BReast CAncer genes (BRCA) mutations without
biallelic loss of function do not respond to Poly(ADP-
Ribose) Polymerase (PARP) inhibitors [12,13] and whole-
genome sequencing (WGS) potentially offers insight into
both tumor and germline. Fourth, there is an increasing
demand for more complex biomarkers like signatures for
homologous repair deficiency (HRD), microsatellite instabil-
ity (MSI), and tumor mutational load, which increasingly
guide therapeutic decisions and can act as valid proxies of
epigenetic inactivation of druggable pathways [1,14–16].
Fifth, combined large datasets on comprehensive genomic
characterization, therapeutic interventions, and patient out-
come improves decision support in precision oncology.
Hence, there is a growing need for a future proof, tumor-

type-independent, comprehensive MolDx approach for all
(metastatic) cancer patients, and the current fragmented
and reactive MolDx approach does not meet these stan-
dards. Although most of these challenges could partly be
covered by implementing large next-generation sequenc-
ing (NGS) panels, WGS has considerable advantages over
panel sequencing. First, large NGS panels still have to be
updated every couple of years. Second, sinceWGS is a sta-
ble test, the generated data will always be comparable in
time and place and allows algorithms like Cancer of
Unknown Primary Prediction Algorithm (CUPPA) and
Cancer of Unknown Primary Location Resolver
(CUPLR) to be implemented and improved over time
[17,18]. Third, because of its completeness, it allows for
better retrospective analysis in self-learning healthcare sys-
tems and research endeavors. Furthermore, no biomarker
will be forgotten to be tested, a challenge especially rele-
vant when the diagnosis is uncertain. WGS can success-
fully address the above-mentioned challenges and would
therefore offer an attractive solution [19–21], but its

feasibility in routine pathology practice remains to be
proven [22]. WGS has proven its feasibility in multiple
pediatric centers; however, the setting of pediatric oncol-
ogy centers differs substantially in volume and scale com-
pared to adult oncology centers [21,23,24]. Historically,
tissue handling in diagnostic pathology is based on forma-
lin fixation and paraffin embedding (FFPE).While targeted
gene panel-based diagnostics work well with FFPE mate-
rial, WGS ideally requires fresh-frozen material to avoid
FFPE-induced sequencing artifacts and obtain genome-
wide accurate variant calls, including comprehensive copy
number and structural variant calling. Implementation of
WGS in routine clinical practice therefore requires
collecting and working with fresh-frozen samples in rou-
tine pathology workflows. The whole genome sequencing
implementation in standard diagnostics for every cancer
patient (WIDE) study (WGS Implementation in standard
Diagnostics for Each cancer patient) therefore aimed to
prospectively generate evidence on the feasibility and clin-
ical validity (primary endpoints), aswell as clinical value of
WGS (secondary endpoint) in routine clinical practice for
patients with metastatic cancer [25].

Materials and methods

Study design, setting and population
WIDE is a single-center prospective, observational, diag-
nostic study in patients with (suspected) stage IV solid
tumors of all occurring tumor types, approved by the
Medical Ethical Committee of the Netherlands Cancer
Institute (NKI) (NL68609.031.18) and conducted in con-
cordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, Dutch law, and
Good Clinical Practice. All patients provided written
informed consent. Patients were eligible when biopsy,
resection, or suitable cytology (e.g. pleural effusion or
ascites) samples could be obtained safely as part of routine
diagnostic procedures. Patients, from whom archival fresh-
frozen tumor samples were available, were also eligible if
not treated in-between with tyrosine kinase inhibitors, since
this could have shifted the genomic profile by clonal selec-
tion [26]. WGS was performed at the Hartwig Medical
Foundation (Amsterdam, The Netherlands; hereafter
referred to as Hartwig) in parallel with and independently
of standard of care (SOC) diagnostics. Depending on
patient preference, declared in the informed consent, patho-
genic (class 4 and 5 [27]) germline variants in genes with
targeted tumor therapy implications were either reported
as inherited variants, along with an offer for routine clinical
genetics counseling, or as variants present in the tumor sam-
ple without reporting germline status (supplementary mate-
rial, Table S1).

Germline variants without cancer-related actionability
were not investigated nor reported.

Sample collection and processing
SOC procedures aimed to collect 2–4 biopsies. A 10-ml
whole-blood sample was drawn for sequencing germline
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DNA as a reference, allowing us to discriminate somatic
mutations from germline DNA background variations in
bioinformatic analyses. The macroscopically best
biopsy was prioritized for SOC diagnostics, which,
depending on the clinical question at hand, either did
or did not include MolDx. This biopsy then was FFPE
processed. For the SOC MolDx portfolio at the NKI,
see Supplementary materials and methods and supple-
mentary material, Tables S2–S4. Next, WGS was
performed in parallel with and independently of SOC
diagnostics. To this end, specimens were cryoembedded
using a PrestoCHILL (Milestone Medical, Kalamazoo,
MI, USA) device for 60 s at �40 �C. Subsequently, the
specimens were cut into frozen sections of 5 μm thickness
on coated glass then stained with hematoxylin and eosin.

Next, a pathologist microscopically assessed on fro-
zen sections of every sample a tumor cell percentage
(pTCP), and when needed demarcated a tumor area for
manual microdissection. For tissue specimens, a pTCP
of ≥20% and for cytology specimens ≥30% was
required. Preferably within 24 h, both tumor and blood
samples were shipped by courier to Hartwig for WGS.
Any remaining (frozen) tissue was processed to FFPE
blocks. The NKI Department of Pathology operates
under ISO15189:2012 accreditation.

WGS and bioinformatics
WGS was performed at Hartwig on Illumina
NovaSeq6000 platforms (Illumina, San Diego, CA,
USA) with a sequencing depth of >90x for tumor DNA
according to standard procedures as described previ-
ously [20,25]. DNA isolated from blood was sequenced
at an average depth of >30x. Sequencing data were ana-
lyzed with an optimized fully open source in-house bio-
informatic pipeline [28] (code available through github.
com/hartwigmedical, see further details in Supplemen-
tary materials and methods). Hartwig operates under
ISO17025:2015 and ISO/NEN27001 accreditation.

Reporting
TheWGS report (OncoAct, Amsterdam, The Netherlands)
contained all variants with a high driver likelihood [20] rel-
evant for diagnostic purposes and cancer treatment
decision-making, further referred to as biomarkers. These
encompassed mutations and amplifications/losses in
460 genes, 63 promiscuous fusion partners, and 402 known
oncogenic fusions, mutational signatures (tumor muta-
tional load, HRD, and MSI), and viral insertions (Human
Papilloma virus, Epstein–Barr virus, and Merkel cell poly-
omavirus). Although each tumor sample was analyzed for
its whole-genome characteristics, including all genes
(exons and introns) and intergenic regions, theWGS report
is limited to variants with high driver likelihood in order to
provide clinically manageable reports for the treating phy-
sicians. WGS, as well as SOCMolDx results, when appli-
cable, were discussed in a weekly dedicated molecular
tumor board. In case of any discrepancies, additional veri-
fication tests were performed on the original input samples

used for WGS and SOC according to a predefined
workflow (supplementary material, Figure S1). Results of
both WGS and SOC MolDx were communicated via rou-
tine pathology reporting to the treating physician.

Continuous evaluation and improvement
The design of the study allowed for continuous evalua-
tion and improvement of procedures, in line with
ISO15189:2012. Study progress was evaluated
biweekly in a multidisciplinary team involving study
coordinators, pathologists, radiologists, medical oncolo-
gists, clinical geneticists, and support staff. As a result,
multiple stages of the process underwent optimizations
such as biopsy procedures, sample logistics (tissue and
DNA handling and processing), and bioinformatics
(supplementary material, Figure S2).

Sample size calculation
The objective sample size of 1,200 patients was based on
the primary endpoint “clinical validation.” The aim was

Table 1. Baseline table for all 1,200 included patients with
metastatic cancer.

Patient characteristics N = 1,200

Age at WGS, years
Mean 59.3
Range 18–98

Sex, male:female 43:57
Primary tumor location, n (%)
Lung cancer 344 (29%)
Colorectal cancer 210 (18%)
Breast cancer 143 (12%)
Sarcoma 80 (6.7%)
Other 67 (5.6%)
Prostate cancer 47 (3.9%)
CUP 34 (2.8%)
Ovarian cancer 32 (2.7%)
Melanoma 29 (2.4%)
Bladder cancer 25 (2.1%)
Lung NETs 23 (1.9%)
Esophageal cancer 21 (1.8%)
Renal cell cancer 19 (1.6%)
Head and neck cancer 14 (1.2%)
Stomach cancer 13 (1.1%)
GEP-NETs 13 (1.1%)
Cervical cancer 11 (0.92%)
GIST 10 (0.83%)
Malignant mesothelioma 9 (0.75%)
Urothelial cell cancer of the bladder and renal pelvis 8 (0.67%)
Anal cancer 7 (0.58%)
Thymoma and thymic cancer 7 (0.58%)
Vulva cancer 6 (0.50%)
Penile cancer 6 (0.50%)
Pancreatic cancer 5 (0.42%)
Endometrial cancer 4 (0.33%)
Lymphoma 4 (0.33%)
Cholangiocarcinoma 3 (0.25%)
Thyroid cancer 3 (0.25%)
Basal cell carcinoma 2 (0.17%)
Hepatocellular carcinoma 1 (0.083%)

CUP, cancer of unknown primary; GEP-NETs, gastroenteropancreatic neuroendo-
crine tumors; GIST, gastrointestinal stromal tumor; NET, neuroendocrine tumor;
WGS, whole-genome sequencing.
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to detect the same variants byWGS as SOCMolDx in at
least 95% of the cases with one-sided 95% confidence.
Under an assumed concordance rate of 97.5%, 624 indi-
vidual genomic biomarkers were needed to achieve a
lower limit of the confidence interval to be at least 95%
with a power of 96%. Based on the retrospective WGS
data analysis of �3,000 patients [20], the required
624 SOC biomarkers were expected to be identifiable
in 1,200 patients.

Statistical analyses
Patient and tumor characteristics, feasibility, clinical
validity, and clinical value were analyzed with descrip-
tive statistics. Categorical variables are shown as per-
centages or frequencies and continuous variables as
medians with ranges. Analyses were performed using
the Matplotlib and NumPy packages in Python,
3.7.5. [29,30]

Results

Feasibility of WGS in routine clinical care
One thousand and two hundred patients with 32 different
tumor types were included over a 22-month period
(Table 1), and 95 patients underwent >1 sampling proce-
dure, resulting in 1,302 samples in total. Of these,
86 (7%) did not contain tumor cells. The remaining
1,216 samples, consisting of biopsies (n = 931), resec-
tions (n = 247), and cytological specimens (n = 38),
entered theWGS procedure. Overall, WGSwas success-
fully completed in 70% (854/1,216) of tumor samples
(Figure 1A). In 9% (113/1,216) of samples the pTCP
was <20% and consequently WGS was not started, and
in 15% (181/1,216) the molecular tumor cell percentage
(TCP) (mTCP, as determined by WGS data) detected by
WGS was <20%, despite a pTCP ≥20%. Other reasons
for dropout included poor DNA quality (technical failure)
in 3% (31/1,216), low DNA yield in 2% (29/1,216), and

Figure 1. Feasibility of WGS in routine pathology practice. WGS was successfully completed in 854/1,216 (70%) samples containing tumor
cells. The main reason for ineligibility for WGS was a low percentage of tumor cells in 24% of samples (9% insufficient pTCP and 15% insuf-
ficient mTCP) (A). Due to continuous optimizations during the course of the study, feasibility of WGS improved as samples with no tumor cells
or insufficient TCP declined (B). WGS could be performed in a clinically acceptable time frame of a median of 12 working days. During the
course of the study, the TAT decreased from 16 workings days in the first 3 months to 11 workings days in the last 3 months (C). Success rates
of WGS procedures were high when using biopsy or resection specimens (70% and 77%, respectively), and could be performed both freshly
obtained and fresh-frozen archival tissue. Cytology specimens were less suitable for WGS, with a success rate of 21% (D). mTCP, molecular
tumor cell percentage; pTCP, tumor cell percentage assessed by a pathologist.
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patient-specific circumstances (e.g. allogenic stem cell
transplantation) in 0.7% (8/1,216). Over time, the feasibil-
ity of WGS improved from 50% in 111 WGS attempts
during the first 3 months to 72% in 177 attempts during
the last 3 months of the study, due to continuous
improvements in sample retrieval, handling, and
processing (Figure 1B). Direct feedback between
pathologists and radiologists performing image-guided
biopsies contributed to this improvement. WGS was
successfully performed with a median turnaround time
(TAT) of 12 working days (range 4–52) (Figure 1C).
TAT improved throughout the study down to 11 work-
ing days in the final 3 months, and 95% of the WGS
results were available within 17 working days. Impor-
tantly, when WGS could not be completed, yet a clini-
cal indication for MolDx existed, both panel
sequencing and Archer fusion analysis was successful
in 87% (186/214) of these cases, indicating that
targeted sequencing approaches can still be performed
in the majority of cases if WGS is not feasible.

Determinants of WGS feasibility
The success rates of WGS on tissues from biopsies and
resections (including 187 fresh-frozen archival tissues)
were 70 and 77%, respectively, and could be performed
on both freshly obtained samples and fresh-frozen archi-
val tissue (Figure 1D). Cytology specimens proved a less

suitable source for WGS, with a success rate of 21%,
mainly due to a low pTCP (68% of cases). WGS success
rates differed by biopsy sites (supplementary material,
Figure S3), with the highest success rates from liver
(78%, n = 298), soft tissue (70%, n = 138), and lymph
nodes (62%, n = 177), and the lowest success rates from
lung (transthoracic biopsies 49%, n = 168), peritoneum
(52%, n = 58), and bone (54%, n = 47). Details on all
WGS attempts are listed in supplementary material,
Table S5.

Biomarker detection
Concordance between SOC MolDx and WGS was
examined by looking at all biomarkers that could in
principle be detected by both methods. Any discordant
result was analyzed and classified using a predefined
scheme (supplementary material, Figure S1). In total,
932 biomarkers, including 766 driver mutations
(SNVs/MNVs/indels), 100 copy number alterations
(amplifications/deletions), 46 fusion events, 13 viral
insertions, and seven genome-wide signatures were
identified for comparison between WGS and SOC
MolDx (Table 2). On top of these 932 biomarkers
potentially detectable by SOC MolDx, WGS detected
an additional 3,860 biomarkers, including 249 genome-
wide signatures (high mutational load [n = 195], MSI
[n = 8], and HRD [n = 46]) (supplementary material,

Table 2. Concordance of WGS and SOC MolDx diagnostics.

Total
(n = 914)

SNVs/MNs/indels
(n = 760)

Copy number variants Fusions
(n = 46)

Viral insertions
(n = 13)

Amplifications
(n = 66)

Deletions
(n = 31)

True positives 903 760 64 25 41 13
• WGS 887 749 64 25 36 13
• SOC MolDx 889 755 64 15 41 13

False negatives
• WGS 16 11 0 0 5 0
• SOC MolDx 14 4 0 10 0 0

False positives
• WGS 3 0 0 0 3 0
• SOC MolDx 8 0 2 6 0 0

Post hoc analysis

Total
(n = 880)

SNVs/MNs/indels
(n = 760)

Copy number variants Fusions
(n = 46)

Viral insertions
(n = 13)

Amplifications
(n = 66)

Deletions
(NA)

True positives 878 760 64 NA 41 13
• WGS 871 754 64 40 13
• SOC MolDx 876 758 64 41 13

False negatives
• WGS 7 6 0 NA 1 0
• SOC MolDx 2 2 0 0 0

False positives NA
• WGS 0 0 0 0 0
• SOC MolDx 2 0 2 0 0

Bold is used for total numbers, e.g. in the post hoc analysis first row there are 878 true positives with 871 biomarkers detected by WGS + 7 (false negatives) � 0 (false
positives).
Indels, insertion/deletions; MNVs, multi-nucleotide variants; MolDx, molecular diagnostics; NA, not available; SNVs, single nucleotide variants; SOC, standard of care;
WGS, whole-genome sequencing.
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Table S6). This included 2,018 biomarkers in patients
who, by that time, did not have an indication for SOC
MolDx and 1,842 biomarkers not covered by targeted
sequencing panels in patients who did receive SOC
MolDx.

Of the 924 true-positive biomarkers that were diag-
nostically reported during the course of the study,
WGS detected 904 (97.8%, two-sided 95% CI
96.7–98.7%), along with three false-positive calls
(Figure 2A), while SOC MolDx detected 910 (98.5%,
two-sided 95% CI 97.5–99.2%), along with five false-
positive calls. As part of continuous optimization,
changes in the WGS pipeline included optimized call-
ing of splice variants and detection of fusion events.
In the SOC MolDx workflow, NGS-based calling of
gene deletions was abandoned because of large num-
bers of false-positive and false-negative results
observed. In a post hoc analysis with the latest versions
of these pipelines, biomarker detection rates were
889/896 (99.2%, two-sided 95% CI 98.4–99.6%)
for WGS and 894/896 (99.7%, two-sided 95% CI
99.2–99.9%) for SOC MolDx, along with zero and
two false-positives, respectively (Table 2, Figure 2B).
These remaining false-negative and –positive results
were attributable to various factors (supplementary
material, Table S7).

Figure 2. Concordance of WGS and SOC MolDx was determined in two ways. (A) by comparing WGS and SOC MolDx results as they were
reported in real time during the course of the study, while in accordance with ISO 15189:2012 a continuous optimization process of bioin-
formatic procedures took place and (B) in a post hoc analysis of all samples using the latest optimized pipelines as these emerged by the end
of the study. SOC, standard of care; WGS, whole-genome sequencing.

Figure 3. Clinical value of prospective WGS. Ultimately,
147 patients started biomarker-based therapy at a median
follow-up of 14 months, of which two patients (*) received both
biomarker-based therapy in a regular setting and an experimen-
tal setting after progression. Dx, diagnostics, WGS, whole-
genome sequencing.

Table 3. Treatment options in patients (who initiated therapy)
based on SOC + WGS or WGS-only results.
Regular therapy Number of patients

Detected with SOC + WGS 40
Detected with WGS only 3

Early access program
Detected with SOC + WGS 8
Detected with WGS only 3

Clinical trials
Detected with SOC + WGS 19
Detected with WGS only 76

Regular + early access program
Detected with SOC + WGS 48
Detected with WGS only 6

SOC, standard of care; WGS, whole-genome sequencing.
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Clinical value of WGS
Of 848 patients, 603 (71%) had ≥1 actionable event(s),
i.e. biomarker-based eligibility for either regular therapy
or a clinical trial in the Netherlands (supplementary
material, Figure S4). In 250 patients, multiple
biomarker-based therapy options were detected (supple-
mentary material, Figure S5), resulting in a total of
936 different regular (n = 145) or experimental
(n = 791) therapy options (supplementary material,
Figure S6). Of these, 343 were identified with SOC
MolDx (36.6%). Conversely, 593 therapy options in
431 patients remained undetected without WGS, either
because SOC MolDx was not (yet) performed as part
of the regular diagnostic work-up (345 options in
241 patients), or genomic biomarker regions were not
covered by SOC MolDx (248 options in 190 patients).

At a median follow-up of 14 months, 147 out of
603 patients with actionable events (24%) had started
with a biomarker-based therapy in a regular (n = 54,
11% based on WGS-only findings) or clinical trial set-
ting (n = 93; 80% based on WGS-only findings). These
numbers are likely to increase, as not all patients have
exhausted their regular treatment options (Figure 3 and
Table 3).

In 70 patients, 72 pathogenic germline variants (PGVs)
were detected, 23 of which had been identified before
with SOC germline diagnostics (Figure 4 and supplemen-
tarymaterial, Table S8). Interestingly, somatic second hits
(biallelic mutation or loss of heterozygosity (LOH)) were

present in only 41/72 (57%) patients, predominantly in
cancer predisposition genes associated with the tumor
type at hand (supplementary material, Figures S7, S8).
Biallelic loss in the background of PGVs provided a ratio-
nale for tumor-directed therapy in 20/39 patients with
PGVs in HRD genes, and 4/7 patients with PGVs in
mismatch repair (MMR) genes (supplementary material,
Figure S9). In all patients with biallelic loss of function
of HRD or MMR genes, genome-wide signatures of
HRD [15], and MSI, respectively, were present (supple-
mentary material, Table S9).

Discussion

In modern precision oncology, we are facing a diagnos-
tic challenge to identify all relevant genomic alterations
for every individual cancer patient, the number of which
increases with the rapidly expanding druggable genome.
While this requires diagnostic pathology laboratories to
continuously update their MolDx arsenal, in reality
infrastructural delays occur in implementing assays for
new biomarkers, which translates into delayed access
for patients to new treatments [31]. As WGS allows for
complete genomic characterization, any new DNA-
based biomarker is by definition already covered by
WGS; it merely requires a small adaptation of the bioin-
formatics or reporting pipeline, thus providing a versa-
tile solution to this challenge [32].
In theWIDE study we demonstrated that implementa-

tion of WGS, including adapting to fresh-frozen instead
of FFPE sample logistics, is well feasible in routine
pathology and clinical practice [25]. While the current
study was conducted in the setting of a dedicated com-
prehensive cancer center, laboratory procedures basi-
cally do not differ from other pathology laboratories
operating under ISO15189 and according to professional
guidelines. WGS succeeded in 71% of metastatic cancer
patients within clinically acceptable timelines, even
when only the second-best sample was used [33]. Fur-
thermore, with steadily decreasing sequencing costs,
sequencing with a deeper coverage may further increase
WGS feasibility in low TCP samples [28]. Importantly,
in the majority of cases in which a low TCP was limiting
for WGS, SOC MolDx was still feasible using the iso-
lated fresh-frozen DNA or remaining biopsy material
from the same procedure. A sensible strategy would
therefore be to useWGSwhen possible and panels when
needed, thus providing the most comprehensive MolDx
possible for every patient (supplementary material,
Figure S10). The concordance between WGS and SOC
MolDx of 98.8% demonstrated the clinical validity of
WGS (Figure 2).
During the study, pathologists, clinical molecular biolo-

gists in pathology, medical oncologists, and clinical genet-
icists became more familiar with the interpretation and
additional diagnostic value of WGS, especially in the con-
text of complex differential diagnoses [18,34]. In fact,
WGS also appeared to have additional diagnostic value

Figure 4. Germline variants detected by WGS. In total, 72 patho-
genic germline variants (PGVs) were identified by WGS in
848 patients, of which 23 previously had been detected with SOC
diagnostics. The figure shows the type and number of PGVs identi-
fied in these 848 patients and whether they were detected with SOC
diagnostics or previously unrecognized.
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in germline diagnostics, with previously 49 unrecognized
pathogenic germline variants in cancer susceptibility
genes being identified. WGS thus encompasses valu-
able somatic (including genome-wide signatures) and
germline information, allowing further optimization
of therapeutic strategies.
In line with other reports [20,35], hereWGS identified

actionable biomarkers for regular therapy options or
clinical trial allocation in 71% of patients with a WGS
result. The majority of these biomarkers were not
detected with current SOC diagnostic approaches,
including targeted sequencing panels in selected patient
populations. Moreover, comprehensive genomic charac-
terization of tumors by WGS in combination with
detailed clinical phenotyping provides a solid basis for
a learning healthcare system, which is a crucial condition
for deploying precision medicine to its full extent.
As an alternative to WGS, whole-exome sequencing

(WES) is occasionally proposed. Often this is a cost-
based consideration, since the laboratory logistics and
bioinformatics pipeline are similar for both methods
but less (costly) sequencing reagents are required. How-
ever, WGS allows the analysis of more complex tumor
characteristics, including mutational signatures and
MSI analysis. Reliable quantification of these character-
istics also relies on the intronic and intergenic analysis,
and these will not be analyzed by WES. Furthermore,
detection of fusion genes, typically formed by fusions
of intergenic breakpoint regions, is not possible
with WES.
Evidently, cost is a crucial consideration for

implementing WGS into routine pathology practice,
and trade-offs may vary between different institutions/
locations. While at an individual test level, direct costs
of WGS are higher than that of WES or NGS panels, a
comprehensive cost versus benefit analysis is much
more complex. This is being studied outside the scope
of the present study and will be presented elsewhere.
In summary, the present prospective study has dem-

onstrated that WGS-based diagnostics is feasible in rou-
tine pathology practice and adds value for clinical
decision-making. The required adjustments in labora-
tory logistics were well manageable and acceptable to
the healthcare professionals involved, which shows
implementation hurdles in adopting WGS in routine
pathology practice can be overcome. In fact, in immedi-
ate follow up to the present study, the Department of
Pathology at the Netherlands Cancer Institute, in collab-
oration with Hartwig, has implemented WGS in routine
clinical practice. This is further facilitated by the fact that
recently a first provision for reimbursement of WGS in
the Netherlands has been established [36].
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